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EDITORIAL

t is not seldom that the terms Liberal,

~ibiralisationand Liberalism are used
interchangeably in a rather confused and
obscure manner. Yet, Liberalism as a
philosophy of liberal values and as a
political and economic concept is rather
well defined. At the core of the concept of
Liberalism lies the principle of freedom. Therefore, '
democracy, rule of law, market economy, fkee trade
and pluralism are integral parts of Liberalism. This
h t h e r implies 'that values like tolerance, selfreliance, firedom of expression andxattitudes like
critical assessment, openness, dialogic and dissent,
truthfulness and k e s s arc also inherent in this
concept.
The essence of liberal beliefi was in fict defined
in 1776 in the Viginia Declaration of Rights which
fbrmed a model for the Bill of Rights added to the
U. S. Constitution 15 years later. It declared that
"all men are by nature equally tiee and independent
and have certain inherent rights" of which they
cannot deprive themselves or their posterity. These
were "the enjoyment of life and Liberty, with the
means of acquiring and possessingcproperty, and
pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety." The
political theory of Liberalism h& developed fi,uther
since then. In the 18th century, the concept of
modern constitutionalism was invented and
economists like Adam Smith developed the most
successll concept of political economy and the
free market economy. 1 9 t h century saw the
institutionalisation of some of these ideas.
In ancient times, the Indian subcontinent which
now comprises the counmes of South Asia, was a
cradle of liberal tenets; with most of the societies
being basically pluralistic in nature. Liberalism
within South Asia has deep roots in the region's
culture which has always preached tolerance and
respect for different religions and beliefs. Most
countries in this region are secular and practically
all are h c t i o n a l parliamentary democracies.
Still, it is sad to note that Liberalism is far fiom
being a mainstream or even a dominant thought.
Even though the constitutions of most South Asian
Liberal Times
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countries provide for rule of law, yet there arc other
elementswhich encourage authoritarian trends and
cunail the fkeedoms of the individual. Rule of law
and liberal democracy are complimentary to one
another. The objective behind rule of law is to
protect the life and liberties of the citizens and to
restrain the government from exercising unbridled
authority, repression and excesses. Yet, rule of law
is often abandoned for achieving narrow political
motives and for concentrating power in the hands
of the executive, to the detriment of human rights.
Politicisation of the b k u c r a c y has fkrthcr instiucd
authoritarian trends in administration.Authoritarian
corrupt bureaucracy that is neither efficient nor
effective has also been curtailing the ficedoms of
the individual.
Today, most South Asian counaies are busy
liberalisiig their economies and adopting economic
reforms. Yet, the attempts at liberalisation seem to
be half-hearted and somehow there appears a
general lack of conviction in liberal polity.
Liberalisation continues to be perceived as a western
implant, as an indirect fonn of colonialism and hence
an attack on the indigenous culture. Till the
governments make serious attempts at eradicating
these suspicions, the fist track to progress will not
be achieved.
The time has come t o take a fiesh look at
Liberalism and see what it has to offer the region.
It is also time that an active debate on some of the
key issues involving Liberalism was evoked, both
among the people and the policy makers. By
organising the Convention on Liberal Values in
January 1996, the Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftungis
taking a step in precisely this direction. The idea of
course is to bring like minded people to join hands
and exchange ideas which would definitely enrich
rather than weaken the distinct cultures and
-traditions of South Asia.
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Any Hope for Indian Liberals ?
The ancient "Vedantantradition was a cradle of liberal tenets. The liberalism of ancient India, however, got suppressed
under successive foreign rulers. Even the forces that came along with the freedom movement were all statist in the sense
that they all favoured a strong interventioniststate and even Gandhi's anarchism proved to be little more than a scoring
point with them. Today, with the fall of the Nehruvian model, there still seems to be little hope for the liberal democrats.
With the Government itself resorting to blatantly populist measures, a serious programme of liberalisationwould rehuire
the restoration of law and order, clearance of the Aegean stables of the judiciary, further pruning of the forest of economic
regulations, dismantling of the bureaucracy, restoration of fundamental rights under
the constitution and the working out of a reasonable exit policy. By Sharad Joshi

-

.

Misconceptions
Liberalism is fir from being the
dominant or even the mainstream transplant on Indian soil?Liberal writschool of thought in India. Worse dl, ers are partly to be blamed for this
most consider liberalism as an idea mistaken impression. Most of them
imported h m abroad and as being come fiom the city-based, Englishderogatory to national pride. Within speaking westernised dass of elites. In
the country, the cry goes, that liber- their writings, they trace the beginalism suits the convcnience'of the af- nings of liberalism to J. S. Mill and
fluent and the strong ,ninority and Adam Smith and of Indian liberalism
militates against the w e k e security to Dadabhai Naoroji, Gokhale, Ram
net that the weaker masses of the so- Mohan Roy, Narmad, Phule, Agarkar
ciety need so badly. The defunct ctc.. These great masters remained
Mchruvian s&d.kmn is being replaced briefly om the cernke stage in the early
not by the vibrant forces of liberal days ofBritish rule between 1860 and
entrepreneurship but by lumpen 1920, and were swept aside by the tide
chauvinistic and communal jingoism. of nationalist-chauvinist and socialist
The liberals, on the other hand, forces. Liberal writers have left an
are handicapped under the electoral impression that the pre-British indiglaws which require that to be eligible enous culture was one of despotic
fbr registration and recognition, par- authoritytymmising subjects resigned
ties must swear allegiance to social- to their preordained fate. Apart fiom
ism and so ieaffirm in a specific &- being untrue, this notion has given
davit before the Election Commis- rise to a broad feeling that this alien
sion. The situation is seriaus and phenomenon is unlikely to take roots
h u g h t with grave consequences. If here.
The 'riwpotic rulersand tyrannaked
India goes the wrong way, even temporarily, the cost could be wry high ma~es'scenario certainly fits the situand the long term consequences could ation prevailing in India after Muslim
invasions in the 13th century. Aggreswell spread to other regions as well.
sors can never rule a conquered terriSeven Cznturies
tory through liberal democracy.
of Liberal Eclipse
Is it true that liberalism is an alien
4
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Power in occupied temtoxies, not only
political but also educational, eco-nomic or &n ddi tends to get
centred in the political government
Liberalism in India got smmped out
-as fir as the non-Muslim subjects were
concerned, except perhaps at the village level.
\
-

Cradle of Liberal Tenets
That does not mean liberalism
unknown to India. In fict, there is
reason to believe that ancient India
was the uadle of tenets that form the
core of modem-day liberalism. The
traditional Indian societies were generally pluralistic. The King - Kshaniya
by caste - was the unquestioned sovereign who was venerated as the very
incarnation of Super-God whnuJ but
had little to do with the affairs of
learning and of trade. Rajaji was fond
of quoting a Gujarati proverb meaning, 'Where the King is trader, his subjects are paupers'.
This poly-centrism may not, because of its caste basis, pass mudernday scrutiny; but it constituted, at least
in theory, a rare combination of
muzzled monarchy and social prestige
divorced fiom both wealth and power.
The reality might not have been exactly as rosy as all that, but that such

was

COVER STORY

values were cherished at all so early in
through abstinence rather than
history is itselfremarkablewhen comthrough generation of afnuence. This
pared to the situation then prevailing charts his own course in life accord- made them vulnerable to attacks by
in Europe, china or Japan.
ing to his inner inspiration. Despite barbarian hordes. Worse still, they sucThe liberalism of ancient Indian the illusory nature of all existence, one cumbed to the vain glory that they
society does not appear to have been is not to renounce action but pursue had come to the end of history and
limited to supedicial social and po- with I11 devotion all undertakings could not do better than continue in
litical structures. The ancient without any attachment. Thirdly, static equilibrium till the end of time.
'Vedanta' philosophy comes very there is no contradiction between the Thus, they ordained the disastrous
close to the philosophical assumptions unitary and the holistic. The inspira- caste system - division of labour by
of modem liberalism - the uniqueness tion of an individual is consistentwith accident of birth - resulting in interof individuals, rejection of absolutism, the objective of the Universe. All in- nal contradictions that were to prove
scepticism of authority and trust in the termediarieslike Church and Planning so disastrous.
efficacy of competition.
commissions are pointless and counThe 'Vedanta' system held the terproductive.
Plethora of Statists
material world to be illusory and reThe tyranny of a monarch or of a
The British who, unlike the Mush t e d all claims of authority by tem- church would have been inconceiv- lim invaders had a liberal background,
poral institutions claiming divine con- able in the 'Vedanta' society. It is a established the rule oflaw and in many
tacts. Truth, beauty and goodness rep- pity that those wise men sought to
ways treated India as a laboratory of
resent eternal pursuits - paths and not increase their degrees of freedom model-build&. After the revolt of
stations - o n which
1857, they limited their rule to adeven the mighty 'Shiva'
ministration and colonial exploitawades his way. Section. Maintenance of the Raj, natu-

-
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rally, had overriding priority. Consequently British rule, though soft by
colonial standards, was fir from being a liberal democracy.
The coming of the British gave
rise to the grand masters of Indian liberalism, who generally held the view
that fieedom without equality would
be pointless and that a period of probation under the British would help
remove the iniquities of Indian society. It would also give birth to a genuine nation of unified people in a new
era of freedom. But there were other
schools which pandered to popular
chauvinistic cravings more effectively.
Firstly, there were a number of
socio-religious reformist movements
which argued that there was nothing
basically wrong with Hindu society.
AU it needed was some face-lift and a
few corrections here and there. Hindus were divided and needed to be
fbrged into unity through community
activities. These movements promoted various activities like community or mass prayers on the lines of
the Christian prayers and Muslim

denied all access to education, to a
deceit livelihood and were considered
'namaz'. This was tantamount to the untouchable. Ambedkar, Periyar
abandoning of the essence of the ,Ramaswami Naicker and others
Hindu's individualistic relationship organised certain castes and commuwith one's personal God. There were nities &om the backward classes. The
others like Tilak who used public oppressed communities have tradiworship of God Ganesha for political tionally been artisans and largely selfemployed workers. A programme for
mobilisation.
Secondly, there were movements the destrangulation of village industhat sought to glonfjr indigenous tra- tries would have been appropriate for
ditions and history in order t o the general advancement of these
conuetise the idea,ofa Hindu Nation people. It is strange that the leaders
- yet another attempt to follow the of the oppressed classes failed t o
example of the victors. They were os- evolve an economic programme of
tensibly upholding Hinduism, but in this type. To this date, the modem
fict jettisoning its precious core. The day descendantsof this movement are
present day communal forces - infatuated with the reservation ofjobs.
Bhartiya Janata Party, Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Samgha, Vishwa Hindu Gandhi - Proponent of Anarchism
Gandhi represented a platform
Parishad, Shiv Sena et al. -are descendants of these movements.
much truer to Hindu thought that
A third force that sprung up was upheld at the same time some sort of
basically a reaction to the attempts of ecumenism - the identity of all faiths.
the high-castes to arrogate to them- The Mahatma worked actively for soselves the leadership of the entire cial reform, propounded a villageHindu people including those castes based constructive programme for
and communities that were not al- economic advancement and inuolowed to enter Hindu temples or to
touch Hindu scriptures. These were
6
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duced a spiritual dimension in political activity which was to become his
hallmark. Truth and non-violence
were his creed and he was opposed to
the very idea of a stae which could
not exist without violence. Gandhi
was as dose as one can come to the
idea of an anarchist society. Faced with
the harsh realities of life, he made concessions and compromises in his later
years to such an extent that he accepted at one stage the need to
nationalise all basic industries. Nevertheless, Gandhism essentially stood
fbr minimal and decena-alised government.
The Russian revolution, daims of
socio-economicachievements by the
new czars there and their anti-imperialist tirades had struck a sympathetic
chord and endeared socialism to the
Indian masses as also intellectuals. The
Congress Socialist Party was formed
within the Congress itself and Nehw
himself was ~~
of I
socialist
II
effervescence since his visits to the USSR
Socialism in India meant not
nationalisation but rather ownership
by the toiler. But the State was to be
the instrument of this aansformation.

Socialist Brand of Statism

In sum, the "Vedanta" tradition a tin-pot socialist regime. The
of liberalism got suppressed under Nehruvian socialist edifice had begun
successivefbreignrulers and the k e s to crumble. This ought to gladden the
that came along d4th the fieedom hearts of all fiecdom-loving people
movement were all statist in the sense who have suffered for almost half a
that they relied on the state to be in- century under the heels of a moth
strumental in the desired transforma- eaten planning regime which worked,
tion. AU of them &vowed a strong in effect, as mny-capitalism - everyinterventionist state. Garidhi's anar- thing is banned unless you have the
chism proved to be little more than a necessary contacts. Unfortunately,
scoring point. Independent India, in- they find themselves caught between
stead of marking the first step in the the devil and the deep sea.
direction of dissolution of the state,
The faU of the spcialist brand of
as the Mahatma envisioned, became statists holds little
fbr liberal
an h.f%nous example of a licence-per- democrats. The socialists are fighting
rnit regime with all its inevitable con- a not so valiant last ditch battle advosequences : poverty, illiteracy, unem- cating wellsre programmes, protecployment, indebtedness, inefficient tion of the environment and a policy
and
corrupt
bureaucracy, of doles. The economic impasse has
uiminalisation of politics et d.
caused disillusionment in the public
mind about the capacity of any govDecline and Fall
ernment to do any collective good.
of the Nehruvian Model
The situation is very similar to the
The end of the cold war pulled post-Versailles situation in Germany.
the rug fiom under the feet of many The Foreign exchange crisis that
forced the Government to start talk-
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Where do the liberals forces stand
ing of economic reforms has been in all this?Organising liberals is almost
overcome, at least for the time being, a contradiction in terms and, hence,
without any improvement in the bal- a fbnnidable task in any country. How
ance of trade. The hcal deficit is run- does one set about organising highly
ning uncontrolled. Political stability individualistic people opposed to the
is a thing of the past. It only needs very idea of authority?
one revers& economic or political, to
Rajaji who had a very high standput the people in a mood to welcome ing among the followers of Gandhi
any comic-book Hitler. A good num- a i d who became the first Indian Govber of aspirants are already hovering ernor-General of Independent India,
around stoking the fires of age-old had correctlyforeseen the disaster that
animosities and preaching communal Nehru's license-permit-inspectorRaj
and caste hatred.
would produce. He founded the hrst
liberal political party in India, the
Prospects for the Liberals?
'Swantantra Party'. It started off well
Out of the various political forces but was swept out in the Indira wave
which emerged after the advent of the after the Bangladesh triumph in 1971.
Raj, the anarchist Gandhian school has
In 1994, an attempt was made to
M e n by the wayside and become ir- create a new liberal party - ' S y t a n t r a
relevant. Nehruvian socialism stands Bharat'. It polled over a million votes
discredited but the dynasty continuer in the state Assembly elections of
to be venerated all the same. Left-of- Maharashtra but secured only two
centre parties are trying to sensitise seats in the Assembly. Its chances in
'
the nation on the issue of 'reverse in- the forthcoming parliamentary elecjustice' through reservation of jobs in tions are negligible since it cannot
a bureaucracy that has become the &en register itselfwithout dishonestly
most difficult burden for the coun- swearing fdse allegiance to socialism.
try. It is the Hindu chauvinistic parThe economic reforms have come
ties capitalising on issues like desecra- to a grinding halt, the Government
tion or demolition of this temple.or considers itselfunder an obligation to
that, the absence of a common civil take recourse to blatantly populist
code, Bangladesh immigrants, status measures. A serious Programme of
of Jammu & Kashmir etc. that appear liberalisation will need to restore law
and order, to dear the Aegean stables
to be benefiting from the situation.
The Hindu political parties are of the judiciary, to cut down the forunderstandably taking a protectionist est of economic regulations, to disposition in the economic programme mantle bureaucracy, to restore h d a to reinforce their patriotic image. mental rights under the constitution
They arc drawing good response to and t o work out a reasonable exit
their opposition to the entry of multi- policy. Such a formidable agenda
nationals into India. The 1996 elec- would require a very strong Governtions are expected to bring in a hung ment. There is no prospect of this
parliament unless there are some un- happening in the near or distant fuforeseen developments on the com- ture.
munal or Kashmir fronts.
8
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In fict, very few appear to be interested in a liberal polity. The beneficiaries of the Sodalist epoch arc nying hard to thwart reforms in every
possible way. The political leaders have
got used to earning commissions h r
securing governmental fivours. Indusmaliststhink they cannot do without state protection. Employees with
their cushy jobs and side incomes want
the bureaucracy to expand and are not
enthusiastic about privatisation.
Mafias control politicians and governments, and would not like to see their
underground empires demolished
through liberalisation. The only two
categories ofpeople who would be hterested in liberalisation and
globalization w o a d be the h e r s
who have suffered hefty negative subsidies and consumers who. have been
fleeced by the socialistmonopolist and
have had to pay exorbitant prices for
shoddy goods.
prospecz zie hfrom bright.

-

History Indian Liberals' Only Ally
But History has ample evidence
that liberty blossoms in the most unexpected of places and at seemingly
impossible times. The world is moving towards demolishing walls that
have fragmented and distorted the
world. India could not remain fbr long
an island of statism. Indian history
shows that people believe in minimal
decencies and are capable of fighting
against tyrants if a Gandhi comes
along. An Indian Hitler will have to
be exceptionally lucky to survive for
any Jength of time. ~s much hope
ought to be enough for seekers of liberty and equality.

Sharad Joshi is President
of the Smatantra Bharat Party,
India.

and Liberalism in India
.

.

There is a revolutionarychange in the atmosphere, and it is entirely due to thr
economic reforms. And yet, no one boasts of the reforms; no one celebrates the
refoms. This shyness, this awkwardness arises from the fact that liberty is not
accepted in lndia as the ultimate goal of political systems. This is why, for i n s t .
there is so much paranoia about foreign investments. $83Dr. Ashok \I. Desn
Control Regime:
Inheritance of the War Economy
As part of the British empire, India took part in the second World War
on the side of the Allies; it thereby
also became a part of the economic
machine created by the Allies t i fight
the war. This economic ma&e embodied saingent controls. For instance, shortage of shipping and the
risk of its loss on high seas led to the
rationing of shipping space and hence
of imports; to allocats the scarce imports, a Chief Controller of Imports
and Exports w a s set up. The high war
cxpendinvt generated Mation and
shortages; to protect urban population from food shortages, a system of
hodgrain procurement and dismbution was set up. Imported and local
raw materials had to be rationed out
amongst indusmal b s ; to govern
this allocation, productive capacities
of firms were monitored and controlled. In this way, a comprehensive
hewvork of economic controls was
built up during the war.
Aftcr the war, inflation and shortages continued, and they justified the
continuance of wadme controls. So
when India became independent in
1947, it had a very comprehensive
system ofcontrols. Independence was
followed by a conflict in power shar-

ing between the industrialised provinces on the eastern, western and
southern coasts and the northern agricultural hinterlands :in a democratic
hmework, the unindusmalized north
won. Hence, the gownment remked
the controls as a means of keeping
industry on a leash and bending it to
the will of the north. Socialism was a
mere slogan, in India as elsewhere: it
was a means of regulating conflicts
between regions and benveen classes.
Over the ensuing forty years, the sysa m of controls was used for favouring
the development of the north to the
retardation of the more advanced regions, and concurrently to fivour the
growing educated middle dass against
owners of industry.
The major instruments of control
chployed were:
Industriallicensing:
This was used at various times for
fivouring state enterprises, small enterprises and co-operatives (which
were mostly a form of state enterprises) against large and foreign enterprises.
---

Control of capital flows:
Through c e n d ownership of the
major banks as \veil as long-term investment Institutions, the govern-

ment controlled the flow ofinvcstible
h d s to industry. This control further rtinforced industrial licensing.

A
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Import controls:
These were primarily used for
fivouring import substitution. But
within import-substituting enterprises, the same priorities were tbllowed as in industrial licensing. In
particular, state enterprises were
fivoured against private enterprises.
Agridd P F C n t and disaibution:
Thcse conwls were initially ernployed for ensuring secure and cheap
suppiies of foodgrains for thc urban
population. But as firmus acquired
political power, the aim of agricultural
controls also changed to raising firm
incomes through high prices.
-- - -

- -

Discriminatory m t i o n :
This furrher reinforced the pref.
ercnccs embodies in the other-controls. But as the taxes rose,-*ssure
grew from various lobbies, and exemptions and rebates wue i n d u c e d
which made the tax systems, both at
the centre and in the states, very complex.

--

--

-

--
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Liberalisation Episodes without
Liberal Philosophy '
. This compr&nsivcly controlIed
system was highly inefficient and ran
&to a uisis every few
~ uwth a
.
happened, some of the controls
were relaxed to i n d u c e competition
and to curb inefficiency. As the
economy gtcw,the old-style, labourintensive controls also became impractical., so they were modified to accommodate the growth in the size and
complexity of the system. But as soon
as a crisii was over, the system tended
to renun to its old mode. This was
because p o w d interests grew up in
politics, bureaucracy and industry
which benefited from the controls.
The bouts of relaxation of controls were termed liberalisation episodes by Bhapati an4 Srinivman,
and so they were in a sense. In every
episode certain controls - mainly indusmal licensing and import Lensing - were relaxed. But liberalisation

had a pActical aim, namely to reduce
systemic inefficiency to sustainable
levels. There was economic
liberalisation, but there was no liberal
philosophy behind it.
Liberal Philosophy
.IiW
---- philosophy has two roots. Them is the liberalism ofWestern Europe the liberalism of thc Whigs and
the Liberals in Briuin and the Liberal
Party in Germany : comparable partics were to be found in most western
Europe countries. This liberalism was
an outgrowth of monarchic systems
and developed in conflict with
monarchic autocracy. It opposed absolu&m and put tbnvard individual
k e d o m protected by rule of law. As
monarchic systems gave way to managed dcrnocncics, kings were replaced
by conservative parties - parties of
property owners wvhich med to use the
state fbr the preservation of inherited

10

-

hierarchical systems. This change in
the character of the ruling elite led to
a change in the orientation of libcrI.Besides individual fkedom and
the rule oflaw, Iibcals also came to
espouse a caring snte which assumed
growing social responsibilities - responsibilitics towards the poor but
later towards entire populations.
Thesc daresponsibilitics came to
be taken even more suiously after the
second World War. The b c o n i a n
systems of taxation that were built up
during the war yielded large surpluses
once the need for wartime urpenditurcs was over. At the same time, the
war left a great deal of devastation in
some counaics. Hence the surpluses -were used in indusmal c&haicstofund social scrviccs. In this way, very -elaborate systems
of
social
security_
--..---- - -were built up. In a sense, social liberalism mumphed over personal libcrI
alism in the post-war era.
-

-

-

--
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large, private and public, should compete in a level playing fidd, is s t . very
foreign to India. The idea that choice
Econom~c~ e f o r r n s :
On the Defensive
is a part of individual fieedom, that
This, in my view, is why the lib- an individual should be able to choose
eral economic reforms since 1991 from where he wants to buy his elechave always been on the defensive. I t tricity or telephone services, is still
is not for lack of success; startingfiom very grudgingly accepted, and even
an abyss of collapsed growth and self- then, many people would make a l l
coddence, the economy is growing sorts of unnecessary reservations. The
today at a very creditable rate which whole point of being the national of
may well touch 11percent this year. such a large and diverse country as
The balance of payments, which was India is to be free - k e to believe what
impossibly adverse only four years ago, one likes, fiee to do what one likes, as
is strong today. Industry is growing long as it does not impinge on othIdea of Personal Liberty
at'13 per cent. Apart fiom these cold ers' fieedom. Now that economiclibOn the other hand, libertarianism statistics, there is for the first time a eralism has arrived, almost by stealj,
has always been a weakly growth in sense of excitement in the air, people we must cultivate extremism &_the
India. The basis of libertarianism is the feel that there are undefinable oppor- service of libeq; only then will we _
idea of human fieedom, and the re- tunities, unquantifiable hope. This is provoke a fertile ground for the
lated idea of tolerance for the freedom a revolutionary change in the atmo- growth of economic liberalism. 3
of others. Indians regard themselves sphere, and it is entirely due to the
as highly tolerant. But tolerance is economic reforms. And yet, no one
Dr. Ashok V: Desai is Consultant
relative. Because India is such a large boasts of the rehrms, least ofall those
Editor with Burincss Standard,
and diverse country, the diversity gives who did the reforms. No one celN m Dch.
Indians the feeling that they tolerate ebrates the reforms. A certain shameit. But the same diversity leads them ficed modesty pervades the reforms.
to put curbs on individual freedom This is strange and inappropridesigned to keep down social ten- ate.
sions. Thus, there have been occasions
This shyness, this awkvardwhen the Indian government has ness arises from the fict that libbanned publications. Yet, bans are not erty is not accepted in India as
fiequendy imposed; and the grounds the ultimate goal of political sysh r the bans are very limited. The most tems. This is why, for instance,
common are religion and history; the there is so much paranoia about
object every time is to avoid offend- hreign investments. The foreign
ing some religious or parochial senti- enterprise is seen as an intruder
ment. Despite their limited scope, the upon the economic space of the
bans reflect a widespread underlying Indian enterprise, just as yesterconsensus that personal freedom must da!; the large enterprise was seen
,' in
be curbed for the sake of social order. as an innuder on the space of the
Instead of an ideology of personal lib- small enterprise, or the private
erty, there is an underlying sense of enterprise as an intruder on the
personal duty; of restraint on space of the. government enterbehaviour, enforced if necessary by the prise. The idea that the constate.
sumer is sovereign, that it is in
the consumer's interest that all enterprises, Indian and foreign, small and
Social Liberalism
Lndia belongs to that post-war era
and was more influenced by social liberalism. The highly am-active ideals of
social insurance, health insurance, k e
education etc. were readily received.
But the means to finance those laudable social services were very limited.
The result was that the services always
ran in the midst of unmanageable
shortages, their reach remained limited and fim.The Wure of social liberalism in India is a Wure to match
the means to the ends.
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Liberalism-in Sri Lanka
A long, if not unsullied, history of liberal democratic and constitutional
government, recent liberalisationof the economy and the existence of a
small but deeply committed constituency of Liberals make the prospects for
Liberalism in Sri Lanka brighter than elsewhere in the South Asian region.
By Dr. Chanaka Amaratunga
Introduction
In the past twenty fivc years of its
political development, Sri Lanka has
endured the adoption of two constitutions (that of 1972 and 1978)
which were M e d in a spirit of narrow partisanship and which concentrated power in a single institution (in
the first instance in a unicameral Iegislature, in the second, in a highly
powerful executive presidency). This
saw the emergence of an atmosphere
of political authoritarianism through
restrictions placed on the media, the
adoption of violence and electoral
'malpractice (in a disorganised way
between 1970 - 1977 and in a more
organised W o n from 1982 - 1989)
and the adoption of a highly leadercentric stylc of decision-makingwithin
the parties of the political mainstream
principally within the United National Party and to a slightly lesser
degree in the Sri Lanka Freedom
Party. To this it must be added that
&tween 1970 - 1977, a highly restrictive sodalist economy was in existence which was only partially, indeed very modestly, deregulated bcm e n 1977 - 1989. It must also be
emphasised that in 1971 and from
1987 - 1989, Sri Lanka ficed a violent armed rebellion in that part of
the island occupied by the majority
ethnic group, the Sinhalese, led by the
Janatba Vimuktbi Pcramuna
(People's Liberation fiont; JVP)while
fiom 1982 to the present, in the
Northeast of the island (the majority

-

ethnic group of which is Tamil), a full
scale civil war is being waged in which
the principal protagonists are the Liberation TgmofliamilEclam(L'ZTE).
The JVPwas a violent Marxist movement that also contained a strong eluncnt of S inationalismwhile the
LTlX is an extremely ruthless armed
Tamil ethnic movement based on the
cult of leadership. It docs not take
much imaginationto understand, that
none of these developmentshave been
particularly conducive to the prescrvation or promotion of liberalism
within Sri La&.
Long History
of Constitutional Governments
Nevertheless, several fictors exist
which make Sri Lanka the bcst prospect for explicit political liberalism in
SouthAsia. Sri Lanka has had a longer
history of evolutionary constitutional
govc-ent
than any other nation in
SouthAsia. The first legdaturc on the
island was created in 1833, with the
number of non-official members as
w d as franchise being gradually extended, till in 1931, Sri Lanka installed
a Parliament elected by universal sufh g e with a semi-autonomousboard
of ministers, only three' years after
universal s f f i g e was achieved in the
colonising power, Britain. Since the

12
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achievement of fulI independence
within the Commonwealth in 1948,
Sri Lanka has lpd a continuous constitutional government based on a
multiparty system o f representative
democracy. Sri Lanka has never been
a one-party state and has never had a
military government. It has changed
governments peacefully and democratically on scvcn occasions since independence, the most recent bcing in
August 1994. s i c ; 1988, Sri Lank
hashadeled~cialCouncilsto
which sigdcant powers have bccn
devolved. Since 1993, political parties
other than thosc in office at the national level have been in control of
several Provincial Councils,including
the Western Province for a while, in
which the capital, Colombo, is located. Since 1989, a significant process of privatisation and deregulation
of the economy has taken place. The
media which was highly restricted in
the mid 1970s and 1980s began to
be gradually libualised in the 1990s
so that today there are two private channels on television and s&ral private radio channels. The state run 1
electronic media, though still d c - .
tive, now permits opposition politicians to express their views on it,
something that would have been inconceivable a few years ago. All these

-

I
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arc dev'clopm'mts which do suggest
that the prospects for liberal demociacy in Sri Lanka, ifnot liberalism, arc
reasonably good.
A Strong Opposition

There is a fiuther fictor which
needs to be emphasised. Sri Lanka's
lurch towards authoritarianism,
whether under the United Front Government of 1970 - 1977 (consisting
of the Sri Lanka Freedom Party, the
Lanka Sama Samaja Party - radical
socialist, and the Communist Party)
or under the United National Party
Governmat of 1977-1988took place
primarily at a time when the government partics enjoyed an overwhelming dominance (in each case wed over
a two thirds majority) in Parliament,
elected on the basis of a simple plurality electoral system. Since 1989, Sri
Lanlca has adopted the method of proportional representation for all elections at the national, provinaal and
local levels, thereby ensuring that all
significant political forces obtain
elected ~eprescrnm~on
a
h
a
$
even more
importantly that no single party or
coalition enjoys an ovuwhe4ming preponderance in Parliament or in the
Provincial Councils. In other words,
the Opposition at every level has been
strengthened - and this is an enormously welcome development for Sri
Lankan liberal democracy as wdl as
liberalism. The current Government
consists of the People's Alliance,
which is a coalition of eight pames
and enjoys fiuther support from three
partics which sit on the Opposition
benches in Parliament. The largest
party in the coalition, the Sri Lanka

Freedom Party, is well short of
a majority of seats in Sri Lanka's
225 seat Parliament. The currcnt
Government was elected on a
commitment to abolish the executive presidency introducedin
1978 and to return t0.a parliamentary form of government
through "a new constitution
which will also ensure stronger
protection of fundamentalrights
The provi~lccscould form the basis of a funire
and greater devolution of power
federal set-up in Sri L a d a .
to the provinces. The fict that it
cannot enact a new constitution
without the support of many diverse
political parties both among the sup- . \Niliberal
movement, namely
porters ofthe government and among the Council for Liberal Democracy
its opponents, is b m die liberal stand (CLD), which is non-parcisan and inpoint one of the most positive devel- volves many party and non-party
opments afSri Lankan politics.
members and also leading personalitics of the Eiberal Party, has existed
The State of Liberalism
in Sri Lanka since 1981. At present,
in Sri Lanka
among the Committee of the CLD
Within South Asia, Sri Lanka is are eight Members of Parliament inthe only country where explicit po- cluding one Cabinet Minister, two
litical liberalism exists. Only in Sri former Members of Parliament, aLanka has an active Liberal Party ex- Member of a Provincial Council and
isted since 1987, which has played a several leading academicians and inconsiderable role in Sri Lankan poli- tellectuals. The Liberal Party has been - __
tics, particularly in influencing the a full member of the Liberal Intma- policics and programmes of both the tional since 1987 and a fillmember
principal mainsueam parties. It is a of the Council of h i a n Libtrals and -Party which while standing on its own Dcmocraa (CALD)sin& 1995. The
in the Provincial Council Elections of Leader of the Liberal Party is the Vice
1988, won two seats in the Western President ofthe LiberaLIntcrnationai.
,
Provincial Council. It also won a parliarnentary seat at the Parliamentary
Elections ofAugust 1994. An explic<-
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Sri Lanka is thus, active in the international liberal family as wcll as within
the liberal regional grou@ng in Asia.
The Liberd Members of Parliament
are an organised group belonging to
several parties who work closely together promoting important issues of
liberalism.
It would now be appropriate to
consider the liberal political agenda in
Sri Lanka from the point of view of
five arcas ofpolicy : 1)Constitutional
refbrm~2) Resolution ofEthnic Conflict; 3) Economic Reform; 4) Media
Refbrm and 5) Social Freedom and
Reform of the Criminal Law.
In all these fields, the Liberal Party
has been in the foreeont advocating
rrfbrm with the support of all those
active in the Council for Liberal Democracy.
Constitutional Reform
..
Constitutional refbrm has top priority in the liberal political agenda of
Sri Lanka because Liberals have always
tiit that politid au&ofidanism in
Sri Lanka has been ficilitated by the
development of authoritarian politi-

'

cal structures. Accordingly, the Liberal Party has for several years been
advocating the following reforms
which during the course of 1995 have
been presented both in its memorandum to the Parliamentary Select
Committee on Constitutional Reform
as well as in its oral representation
before that Select Committee:
1 ) The abolition of the urecutive
presidency and the restoration of
a parliamentary and cabinet form
of government.
2) The creation of a bicameral Parliament consisting of two chambers
of which two thirds of the Members of the Upper House shall be
elected and one third shall be
nominated to represent distinguished fields of activity in the national life.
3) 'The election of the Lower House
of Parliament and of the elective
element in the Upper House of
Parliament by a system of proportional representation that accumtely reflects the votes cast and
promotes the widest possible political diversity.
4) The restoration of the
freedom of conscience of
Members of both Houses of
Parliament by ensuring that
no Member of the legislature
shall be expelled under any
circumstance whatsoever.
5) The adoption of an extensive chapter on fundamental
rights in the Constitution.
6) The adoption of fb.Ujudicial review of legislation.
7) The creation of a Human
Rights Commission with

14
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substantial powus, before 'which
any member of the public can seek
redress for violation of individual
rights.
8) The adoption of a federal system
of government on the basis of
nine, or ifneed be, eight provinces.
The Liberal Party has been very
active in supporting such reforms,
while the CLD has conducted many
seminars in Sinhala, Tamil and English
in support of such constitutional rehrms.Thc CLD's publications on this
theme, have become leading text
books on constitutional law in Sri
Lanka.
'

Resolution of Ethnic Conflict
Throughout its existence, the Liberal Party has been one of the strongest advocates offkderalism and maximum possible devolution of power to
the Sri Lanir;m pmvinccs. Its leadership drafad the PresidentialManikito
of Mrs. Sirirnavo Bandaranaike (now,
for the third time, Prime Minister of,
Sri Lanka)in 1988 and that of the late
Mr Gamini Dkanayake in 1994. Both
these manifestos included extensive
proposals for dcvolution and strong
commitments for resolving the ethnic conflict on the basis of powersharing with the ethnic minorities.
The proposals are very close to
those unveiled by the current government of President Chandrika
Kumaratunge in 1995, which also
envisage very extensive devolution of
power as a means ofresolving the ethnic conflict. The Liberal Party strongly
supports these proposals and its leadership has been actively promoting
them in public debate.

I
I

I

.
I

I

l

l
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Economic Reform
In Sri Lanka,the Liberal approach
to the economy has been to consistently advocate the privatisation and
deregulition of the economy to the
greatest possible extent, while ensuring adequate welfare measures and
programmes for poverty deviation.
The Liberal Party has, therefore, been
advocating the primtisation of plantations, state-ownedbanks, Air Lanka,
the manufacture of petroleum and
port services. Some of these measures
are now being carried out by the current government although in none of
the areas mentioned above, has the
process been completed. The Liberal
Party has also been promoting detailed reforms with regard to the following: 1) primacy of the private sector; 2) development of infrastructure
for a real market economy; 3) w e h e
measures; 4) reforms of the tax system; 5) refbrm of the labour laws; 6)
improvement of monetary and fiscal
policies and 7) inclusion of the right
to private property in the Constitution.
Exclusively as a result of the Liberal Parry's advocacy, the right to private property has been included in the
chapter on fundamental rights, now
being worked out by the Parliamentary Select Committee on Constitutional Reforms.
Reform of the Media
Liberals in Sri Lanka have been
advocating privatisation of Lake
House, the newspaper establishment
which has been under state control
since 1973, as well as incorporating
of such sections of the electronic media which are under state control in
an independent broadcasting author-

ity which would not
exercise partisan political control over
such media. The Liberal Party was in hct able to include
in the Presidentid Manifesto of the
late Gamini Dissanayake, demiled proposals b r media reform. Liberals in
Sri La& have always opposed censorsh+, both political and moralistic.
Social Freedom
and ~ e f o r mof the Criminal Law
The Liberal F a r as well as liberals in Sri Lanka have s~onglyopposed
socially conservative attitudes that redaict the liberty of the individual in
the private and social spheres. Liberals strongly oppose the death penalty
(which has not been used in Sri Lanka
since 1976 but remains on the statute book). Liberal Members of Parliament of the CLD Committee have
committed themselves to introducing
a private members bill for the abolition of the death penalty. The Liberal
Party is also strongly opposed to corporal punishment (such as lashing or
birching) being on the statute book
although this too has not been used
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for a long time. The Liberal Party
opposes the criminalisationof consensual acts between persons above the
age of 16 years. It supported a recent
icgisiadon which maae marriage not
permissible except between persons of
eighteen years and above.
-

Conclusion
It seems evident from the above
that Sri Lanka contains many elements
which are not conducive t o the
growth of liberalism. Nevertheless, a
long, if not unsullied, history of liberal democratic and constitutional
government, recent liberalisation of
the economy and the existence of a
small but deeply committed constituency of Liberals, make the prospects
h r Liberalism in Sri Lanka brighter
than elsewhere in the South Asian region. 3
I)r. Chanaka Amaratunga is
Leadm of the Liberal Party in Sri
Lunha and Vicc Prcsidcnt of the
Liberal International.
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Liberal Aspects
of Nepal's Const3tu9low
\

The present Constitution intends making Nepal a constitutional state with a
representative parliamentary democracy under a limited government and the
rule of law. It represents the fundamental law of the land and any law
inconsistent with it becomes void. In fact, some of the basic structures
inherent in it such as the supremacy of the Constitution over any state organ
have made the Nepalese Constitution an epitome of liberalism.
By Kusum Shrestha

T

he present Constitutionof
the Kingdom of Nepal,
1990,has arisen h m the
ashes of the previous constitutionof 1961.The carlier constitution which
had striven to discard political parties and adversary political

-

'

-

systems and to ensure a partyless
panchayat democracy under the dynamic leadership of the King, lasted
fof nearly three decades. These decades were marked by the consolidation of nationhood but yet, there was
a conspicuous lack of the fundamen-

tals of democracy. Despite three
amendments, the previous constitution was without elasticityor resilience
fbr c a ~ evolutionary
g
growth to
meet the rising democratic aspirations
of the people, ethos of time and the
changing dimate of international
opinion.
The New Constitution:
Epitome of Liberalism

The inelasticity of the earlier constitution became crl-dc-sac against
evolutionary change towards
multiparty d c m k c y . The people had
no alternative but to resort to the
movement of 1989 which obliged the
King to promulgate the present Constitution consequent to the dialogues
and consensus of the then political
forces. The present 'Constitution intends transforming Nepal into a constitutional state with representative
democracy under a limited government and the rule of law. The Constitution accordingly is endowed with
some basic structures like sovereignty
of the people, multiparty democracy
in a pluralistic society, constitutional
monarchy, guaranteed fundamental
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rights, parliamentary system of government with independent and competent judiciary and consolidation of
adult h c h i s e and the rule of law.
These basic structures inherent in
the ~onstituaonare the epitome of
liberalism. First and foremost, no organ of the state has been made supreme. The Constitution itself has
been made supreme. It represents the
findamentd law of the land and all
laws inconsistentwith it are void. Further, ev& act of any state organ must
comply with the Constitution and
power can only be exercised within the
ambit of the prescribed procedures.
Moreover, these basic structures of the
Constitution, according to Article
116 of the Constitution, cannot be
destroyed by a constitutional amendment.
The diffusion of power with concomitant procedures for the exercise
of power is the hallmark of the Constitution. Artide 3 of the Constitution has made the people sovereign
and also the basis of the ultimate authority. This implies that power exerasqd by the organs of the state must
derive legitimacy fiom the Constitution. Artide 3 also dearly lays down
that "the sovereignty of Nepal vests
in the Nepalese people and shall be
exercised in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution."

He has been endowed with the inherent power to protect the Constitution
in the best interest of the people and
also with the explicit power "to be
informed, to suggest and to encourage." In conaast to the moral authority inhered with the King, the secular
power of the state has been dispersed
among the representatives of the
people. The legislake, especially the
House of Representatives, represents

The King's Role

Accordingly, under the Constitution, limits to the power of the state
organs have been deftly interwoven
with an inbuilt system of checks and
balances. The King has been made the
formal head of state and is also an
inspiring symbol of Nepalese nationality i d unity ofthe Nepalese people.
Liberal Times
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the will of the nation. It exercises legislative and constituent power and
controls the executive by exercising
discerning scrutiny.
Power of the Supreme Court

The Constitution also envisions
an independent and competent judi-aary which would safeguard the constitution and protect the rights of the

0 COVERSTORY

Pluralism

the distinguishing feature of the
Constitution. This point was
elaborated in the recent writ petition, Sher Bahadur Deuba vs.
the Prime Minister Man Mohan
Adhikari and others which challenged the constitutional validity of the dissolution of the
House of Representatives. In his
reply, the Prime Minister stated
- - - - - -- - - - .
- - - - - - that the dissolution of the House
is the prerogative of the Prime Minis- .
tcr which entails no precondition or
individuals. The Supreme Court, the limitation. The Supreme Court, in its
apex body of the judiciary, has also historical Judgement of 28th August
been made the constitutional court 1995, made the ruling that power
with three well defined functions. given by the constitution is not absoFirstly, it is the final interpreter of the lute but subject to limitations, explicit,
Constitution and laws of Nepal. Ac- inherent or implied. Any power concordingiy, any interpretation given or firred to a state organ must be exerlegal principles established by the Su- cised in deference to, and not in h s preme Court become biding. Sec- tration of, the power conferred to
ondly, it enjoys the power of judicial ' o&er organs of the state. The Sureview. The Supreme Court can ex- preme Court held that the power
m i n e any legislation and act of the given by the Constitution is h t h e r
executive and can declare any of these limited by the basic structures of the
to be void, if they contradict with any Constitution, the principle of rule of
provision ofthe Constitution. Finally, law and the spirit of the Constitution.
the Supreme Court has the extraor- Accordingly, the Supreme Court, by
dinary power or prerogative to issue its majority judgement, set aside the
writs in the form of Habeas Corpus, unconstitutionaldissolution ofparliamandamus, certiorari, prohibition, ment on the ground that the dissoluquo- wairanto and other appropriate tion of the House was done to h s orders or directions for the enforce- mate the sitting of the Special Session
ment of hdarnental rights conferred of the House which had the spec&
by the Constitution or any legal rights agenda of resolving a no confidence
which have no alternate, adequate or motion against the incumbent goveffectiveremedy, or for the resolution ernment in order to pave the way for
of any constitutionalor legal question an alternative government.
involving public rights or interests.
The limit to power within the
confines of the Constitution is thus
18
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Pluralism is another liberal feature I
of the Constitution. In Artide 4, the
Constitution declares that "Nepal is
a multiethnic, multilingual, democratic, indivisible, sovereign, Hindu
and a consGtutional monarchical ;I
Kingdom." The word "Hindu" re- 1
lates to the fict that the King ofNepal
must belong to the Hindu religion
and be a descendant ofthe great King
Prithivi Narayan Shah. The Constitution does not intend making Nepal
a Hindu state. On the contrary, the I
I
objective of the Constitution is to
strike unity among diversity by bringing people into the
ofthe- -mainstream
-.
-- - - Nepalese nation, as has been ucplic- itly laid down in Article 2 of the Constitution.
i'
The theme of pluralism is enshrined in the provision relating to political parties. The exercise of le&,
tive, constituent and executive power
by the representatives of the people
has tansformed political parties into
active agents ofconstitutionalism.The
political parties are expected to be the
representatives of the people on the
basis ofdivenifiedidcas,programmcs ,
and polices. The Constitution docs
not contemplate a monolithic or van- ,
guard party It prescribes a one party
system or polity based on singular
political ideology. It forbids dictatorship, either ofright, centre or left. On
the contrary, Part 17 of the Constitution, special provisions for pluralistic and democratic political parties
have been laid down. The political
parties are required to be democratic,
both in their organisational set-up and ,)
functioning, as also in their decision I
making. The election of the leaders
must be democratic. The political parties, whether they are in power or in
opposition, should be responsible,
-

-
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representative and constitutional.
They should be responsible to the
people and. also engaged in the
institutionalisation of democratic values. They should adopt constitutional
means for seeking a peacell change
and avoid violent overthrow of the
constitutionalregime. The parties are
naturally expected to nurture a civil
society, democratic culture and also
to mobilise enlightened public opinion.
Fundamental Rights

The striking feature of liberalism
in the Constitution is that it guarantees some of the basic individual human rights as fimdamentalrights, like
(a) Right to equality; (b) Right to
personal liberty and freedoms; (c)
Right against preventive detention;
(d) Press and publication rights; (e)
Right regarding criminal justice. (f)
Right to information. (g) Right to
property. (h) Cultural and education
rights; (i) Right to religion; (j) Right
agmst exile; (k) Right to privacy and
(1) Right to consritutional remedies.
After multiparty democracy in
1990, Nepal has ratified the Convcntion on the Right of the Child, the International Covenant on Social, Economic and ciltzrral Rights, the International Covenant on Political and
Civil Rights and its protocol convention against torture among others.
Dualistic Approach

The constraints of poor resource
base and other predicaments that
handicap under developed countries
in contrast to the high aspirations for
human rights, have led to a dualistic
approach in the present Nepalese constitution. The civil and political rights

have been made specific and justifiable whereas social, economic and
cultural rights have been placed in the
"ought to ben category under the
Directive Principles and Policies ofthe
State. The civil and political rights on
the contrary are guaranteed as fimdamental rights. Like the previous constitutions, the present Constitution
makes general pronouncements on
idealistic norms as far as social, cultural and economic rights are concerned. It wants that the state should
smve for ideals of establishing a just
system in all aspects of national life,
including social, economic and political life. Certain directions regarding
the manner in which the parliamentary government can exercise its legislative and executive power have been
laid down. These Directive Principles
and Policies of State are not enforceable by the courts, and the courts cannot dedare any law which is otherwise valid as void, on the grounds that
it contravenes any of the "Directivesn.
Nevertheless, moral and political
responsibility has been reposed in the
parliamentary democratic government to u-anslate the "principles" and "policiesn into reality. The "Directives" declare
that the principles and policies
laid down therein shall be hdamental to the activities and
governance of the state and that
these shall be implemented in
stages through laws within the
limits of the resources and
means available in the country
The government which is accountable to the people and
derives its lease of life from the
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confidence of the electorate as expressed in the periodically held elections cannot ignore the moral responsibility prescribed in the Directives.
The fundamentalrights, on the other
hand, have been made specific, explicit
and enforceable. The courts are
obliged to dedare any law that is inconsistent with any of the fundamental rights as being void.
However, the challenge ahead is
to translate the tenets of liberalism and
democratic values embodied in the
Constitution into a living reality, so
that democratic and progressive aspirations of the people can be addressed.
It is yet to be seen, however, how fir
the political actors can take up this
challenge and perform to provide concrete expression to the dcrnocacic
liberal expectations of the people. a

Kusum Sh~csthais Senior
Advocate and Chairman of Nepal
Law Society, Kathmandu.
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Liberalism:
The Eternal Quest for Freedom
-

The economic progress that society has witnessed in the 19th and the 20th centuries
would not have been possible but for liberal market economy strategies. It was
rejection of laissez faire liberalism!hat in fact led to the two world wars. Socialist
experiments and protectionism followed in many countries in the post war period
contributed to their economic decline followed by political instability. Today, even when
there is little doubt remaining about the validity of liberal principles, new threats are
apprearing in the shape of religious fundamentalism, aggressive nationalism and
narrow minded protectionism. By Dr. Detmar Doering

T

he idea that power of man
over man has to be limited
is as old as mankind. Even
in most primitive mbal societies, power is delegated
only conditionally and
temporarily. As the German sociolo&t Frane Oppcnhcirncr
has pointed out in his book Der Staat
(1909) that though the power of government was originally a product of
conquest and plunder, the more advanced idea that governmental institutions i.e. the state, are constituted
h r the benefit of the govkned has
been formulated most passionately in
almost every civilisation. That the
modern word liberalismis etymologically derived h m the ancient Latin
word libcrtnr (liberty) is an indicator
of man's eternal quest for frcedom.
Much of that spirit of liberty can
be hund in the writings of classical
authors like Cicero or Tacim. Medicval thinkers like St. T2omnrAquina.s
had formulated a dear doctrine of
government constrained by the rule
of law. The idea of the legitimacy of
tyranniade was accepted everywhere
in Europe. This, however, in most
cases did not prevent qmnnical gov-

unments &om emerging; but it did
help to keep the spirit of resistance
alive.
Theory of Individual Freedom
It was only in the 17th century
that a rational theory of individual
fieedom appeared which was not only
applicable in the context of E x o p e s
Christian traditions, but was uuly universal. It was the English philosopher
John Lockc who in his Two Tnncirw of
Govcrnmcnt (1689) formulated a
theory of unalienable rights. These
rights were l@, liberty, and property
(which included intellectualproperty,
character etc.). This,in a nutshell, was
the modern theory of self-detcrmination and self-ownership. And Lodre
was right, since it is impossible for rational human beings to vindicate the
violation of these rights by others on
grounds of universally valid (a prior)
m o d principles. Lodrean ideas were
refked in the 18th century for instance by the German philosopher
IrnmanwlKant. There were also new
areas of application. The French
Phyrocrats and the Scottish philosopher Adam Smith, for instance, de-
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~elopeda new approach to economics - now known as the market
economy. In France, the Baron dc
Montupinr made his conmbution to
political science by danfjing the concept of division ofpmm, which is now
acknowicdged as the basic prinaple
of every ftce constitution. With their
Declaration of Indcpmdencc (1776),
the former British colonies in Amuica
made a first systematic attempt to put
this principle .into practice.
19th Century Liberals
The great age of liberalism, however, came in the 19th century. Although the century peduced several
great li6era.I theorists, such as John
Stuart Mill, Alcxis dc TocqucviClcJ
Fr2dhic B a d a t and Herbert Spencer,
it was liberalism's impact on practical
poIitics that made it so speaal. Almost
everywhereliberal constitutionswhere
adopted. Even absolutist monarchies,
like Prussia in 1850, declared themselves to be constitutionalist and
agreed to obey the rule of Iav. In

FEATURE

. .
many other countries, democratic
governments were established. But
liberals achicvcd even more than that.
Care for the labouring poor was one
of their chief concerns, but

Manchester Liberals
It is no miracle, therefore,
that the liberals managed to mobilise
the masses during those days. The
movement reached its climax with the
British Free Trade Movement in the
1840s. Because its main proponents,
Richard Cobdcn and John Bright,
came &om Manchester, the movement is often called the Manchertcr
School. Today, this term is often used
in a ~ejorativeway, meaning that this
type of liberalism had nothing to of-

the poor and served
vested interests ofthe bourgeois capitalist class. The truth is that the
were suppOned
by - or sometimes alrnosi identified
with - the working class movement.

anti-colonialism were the core oftheir
political creed. With British rule in
India on his mind, Cobiicn more than
once e x p r ~ e his
d bdef that -verPi- free mde i.the long
would
,dennine and desmoy C O I O ~ m .

-

fcr

With the abolition of the protectionist Corn Laws in 1846 (laws which
ensured that the costs of living were
extraordinarily high for labourers),
they made famine during peace years
a thing of the past for the first time in
European history. Moreover, their
political outlook went far beyond fiee
trade. Pacifism, anti-militarism and
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Liberalism and Inevitable
Economic Progress
The liberation of man, the objective which the 19th century liberals
pursued so closely, produced results
that fir exceeded the imagination. Not
only did fieedom of expression allow
a tolerant coexistence between different opinions, cultures, or religions ficedom alsb brought an unpredictably high rate ofeconomic growth. It
has been fishionable to deno-mce the
age of 19& century classical liberalism as a period that brought impov-

_
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but a liberal market economy
could h.,-:e done this, and the
success stories of some of the developing countries in this century further vindicate this.

Anti-Liberal Democracies
While today no serious historian can doubt the truth of
- -- - . - ---- -Ashton's statement, popular
--- -- -- opinion went in a different directio?.
When liberals in the 19th century
erishment to the masses while a few most fervently advocated democracy,
rich people became richer. The em- they did so because they wanted to
pirical evidence speaks a different lan- put an end to the exploitation of the
guage. In his path-breaking study 2 % ~ many by the privileged.few. DemocIndustrial Revolution (1949), the racy and the protection of hdividual
English historian T. S. Rrhton dem- rights seemed to be inseparably cononstrated that, indeed, economic lib- nected. The basis of power of the
eralism had put an end to scarcity, scar- conservative feudal class was elimivation and misery - the normal con- nated - but alas, not fbr long. The
dition of mankind before. By the anti-liberal political forces were able
1870s even moderate wealth b r the to adapt themselves to the new situalabouring classes had become a wide- tion and to use democratic governspread phenomenon. This unique ment for their purpose. Convincing
achievement,Ashton has argued, hap- the masses that redistributional transpened during a period when popula- fers would be a much easier way to
tion in Europe doubled, mpled and "wealth for all", they were able to
quadrupled at a fast pace. Although strengthen the machinery of the state
many pessimists, such as economist and of course, their position within
7%omasRobert Malthusin his Erray on that machinery. "Vote buyingn is
Poptrlation (1798), have argued that what people call this style of politics
this made an increase in real incomes today. Because this policy (the work
impossible for the labouring poor, of conservatives like Disraeli in Eneven great famines inevitable; real in- gland and Bismarck in Germany) discomes increased consistently during couraged (and virtually crushed!) the
the whole century. No other system idea of self-help and voluntary association, it was self-promodng, i.e. it
made people dependent on govern-
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ment. This paternalistic political
proach was also in line with another
movement that emerged at that timc
I
: socialism. Although it was thou*
to be "progressive" and not 'conscrvativen, the general outlook with respect to the government was esxnt i d y the same. The more power go\-ernment had over the individual and
his property, the better they thought.
This kind of policy could work in
favour of the politicians, because the
advantages (i.e. the privileges) attained could be concentrated effectively whereas the burdens could be
distributed in a diffused and invisible
manner. The right to property was,
undermined. Thc consequences (budget deficits, over-taxation etc.) often,
became apparent only after a genera.tion, and then 'capitalismn was
wrongly seen as the cause. The democratic state became, what the much1
wiser liberals of the ManchesterSchool had already predicted, or, s
Fridtn'ckBastiatputit in 1850 : "The
scate is a fictitious entity, where everyone mes to live at the expense of
everyonen. !

I

Liberals Discredit Themselves
These anti-liberal strategies left '
the formerly successful liberals in a
state of confusion. Their influence
began to dedine at the end of the century. Answering the challenge by
adopting their opponents' strategy of
vote buying was a violation of their
principles. Nevertheless, some liberal ,
intellectuals med to adapt themselves
to the new spirit of the time by integrating conservative or socialist elements of thought in their philosophy.
"New liberais" like the British philoso- ,
pher Lconard T.Hobhorrre invented a I
hybrid between libenlisn;
ism called "social-liberd~sl,~. ,,,~Jir
StuartMill, in his later writings turned 1

,

-.

,I-
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towards socialism. Others like the
German historian Heinricb Trcikchke,
"enrichedn their doubdul liberalism Russia, the world saw the worst exwith conservativi:ideas like hational- cesses of totalitarianism humanity has
ism, imperialism, and anti-Semitism. ever witnessed. Mankind was soon to
Before World War I, liberals had cor- be plunged into yet another World
rupted and discredited themselves in war.
such a way that it took decades to recover fiom it.
Re-emergence of Liberalism
Even though the situation was
.?ejecticn or Laissez Faire
rather desperate for the few remain.ind Two World Wars
ing liberals, they managed to lay the
In terms of practical politics, this seeds for liberalism to re-emerge. It
spelt disaster. The re-emergence of a was the Ausman economist Ludwig
redistributive ubig government" ma- von Miscz, who in his books Socialism
chinery was inevitably followed by a (1922)and Libcralinn (1927)demwave ofproteaionism. The end of free onstrated beyond doubt that neither
trade again led to aggressive rivalry a policy of socialism nor any kind of
among nations and a new phase of 'softer" intervention could solve the
unprecedented ruthless colonialism. problem of rational calculation.
ALI these things had been predicted Therefore, these were not paths to
by the Manchester liberals long be- prosperity. The "true" fieedom, i.e.
fore. World War I, no doubt, was the the freedom fiom material needs,
consequence of Europe's rejection of which the socialists promised was
l a k z fain liberalism.
proved in his work to be a mere ficOnly a few liberal intellectuals tion.
tried to resist the ride. In Germany,
His disciple FriedrichAup.e von
liberal party leader Eugcn Richter, the Hayek carried the theme further. In
author of a satirical novel on the re- his classic book De Road to Srrfdom
alities oflife in socialist utopia, fought - written fioni his exile in England in
valiantly against protectionism and 1944 - he maintained that even a
militarism. He even predicted the "democraticn approach to a
Berlin Wall as early as 1891. In En- state. planned economy would
gland, Herbert Spencer in his book lead to the destruction of all libMan us. State (1884)warned of "the erty. The book that was soon
coming slaveryn, while his'compamot translated into every major lanAuberon Hrrbert med to revive the guage, became a best-sellerthat
voluntary self-help associations for has not ceased to inspire liberworkers as an alternaave to the emerg- als ever since. In New Zealand,
ing socialist w e h e state. Their efforts the Austrian philosopher in exwere in vain. The catastrophe of 1914 ile Karl R. Popper published a
that brought war and misery to the book called l3.e Open Society
world, did not lead to their recognition. Instead of learning &om the disaster, people turned even more towards nationalism, statism and finally
to totalitarianism. With National Socialism in Germany and Stalinism in
Liberal Times
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and Its Enemies in 1945. It was a
grand scale critique of all thinken
fiom Plato to Mart to modern day
thinkers who had helped pave the
ground for totalitarianism.
After the war, for once, the antiliberal forces wcrc discredited completely. While they remained in control over Eastern Europe, the West
enjoyed a new period of rapid
liberalisation. Constitutional dunocratic governments were established.
Economic growth wai Stiniiiatcd-by
- --- -- the release ofmarket fbrces. Germany
set the best example with her economic reforms after 1949 that soon
produced the much admired "economic miraclen. It must be noted here
that the ideas behind these rchrms .
.
came fiom the works of great liberals
like Waiter Euckcn and Wilbclm
Ropkc.
The victory of liberalism, however, remained incomplete. In the post
war period, almost half of mankind

i
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remained under tdtalitarianism
(mostly communist) rule. The fbnner
colonies of the European powers,
many of which had become indepcndent afier the war, often did not
choose to rake the road to fkedom
and prosperity as the 19th century
anti-impuialistshad hoped fbr. Socialist q u i m c n and
~ protectionism (especially in India!) nther contributed
to economic dedine - a trcnd that was
unfbrmnatcly supported by some illfited redismbutivc' ("development
aid") and protectionist policies of the
indusmalised world. Along with this
dedinc came political instability that
at h c s gave rise to the establishment

way to a more prosperous and hnmane future is the liberal way. hrdlectuals fiom these counmcs since
ofreprrssivc dictatorships. Also, in the have made valuable contributions to
West, neo-marxist ideas were begin- liberal thought. The Peruvian econoning to become iducntial, ifnot fish- mist Hcrnando dc Soto has shown in
ionable, in the 1960s and the 1970s. h i s b o o k E I O t r o S c ~ ( T h e O t h a
But memories of totalitarianism Path) published in 1989 that in dcand war seemed to be so much alive vcloping countries it was the informal
in most counmcs that liberalism since sector and not the sodalist or the buthen has ncvu gone into such a de- reaucratic govcnunent that conmb
gree ofoblivion as it did before World utcd to wcalth crcation. South AfiiWar 11. Liberal intellectuals still can economist Lcon LOuw is another
achicvcd widespread internationalrec- proponent of the emerging libcraJism
ognition. The award of the Nobel of the developing world. He argues
Prize to such radical free market that for his own country,
economists like FricdrikbAugusc von decenaalisation and cantonalisation
Hayck (1976), Milton Fricdman would be the best ways to preserve
(1974) and Jamw Buchanan (1986) liberty and fke markets, whereas the
has demonstrated the vitality of lib- 'arti6cially" created nation states of
eral thought. Especially Buchanan's the Third World (a heritage of coloeconomic theory of political processes nialism) would be a constant danger
and institutions has given birth to to these.
many new ideas of constitutional rch.
Having analysed the economic Emerging Threats To Liberalism
inceotives operathg withir- a politics!
Thurarc, dco-use, nr.'crcmzies
system, Buchanan detected the chief oflibmythat are appearing. Rdigious
reason why fieedom "erodes" within fimdamentalism, aggressive nationalmost fiee constitutions. Stricter con- ism and narrow minded protectionstitutional rules, Buchanan has ar- ism have followed communism as
gued, are the best remedy against this. major threats to liberty. So the task of
Another notable liberal thinker liberalism is never done. Then will
was the American philosopher Rob- always be people who .will find it in
ert Nozick, who in his book Anarchy, their intcrcst to support tyrannies. The
date, and Utopia (1974) most au- world, therefore, will always be in
thentidy rcfbrmulated M e ' s origi- need of courageous liberal intellem1
nal ideas of individual rights and gov- als who will dare to speak out. As
ernment based on contract.
Friedrich August von Hayck said in
With the d o d of the Soviet 1944: " m e guiding principle, that a
empire, interest in liberal ideas was policy of fkedom for the individual is '
further revived. Today, many govern- ehe only eruly progressive policy, re- ments have embarked on liberal re- -wins as true today as it was in the
I
fbrm.Many developing countries es- nineteenth century." a
pecially, have recognised that the only
Dr. Dctmar Dom'n~is the Vicc- I
Director of the Li.:prty inshturc of ti:
j
Fricdn'ch-Naumann-Foundationin
Bonn, Germany.
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IVlinoo Masani:
Doyen of Indian
Liberalism

COURTESY: FREEWMAND DISSENT

A Profile
On November 20,1995, Mr. M. R. Masani or Minoo Masani as he
is better known, completed 90 years of age. As a tribute to this
doyen of Indian Liberalism, S. V. Raju, the Editor of Freedom First
the journal founded by Masani in 1952; traces the path that took
Minoo Masani from socialism to liberalism from Marx to Gandhi.
By S. V. Raju

-

Founder of CSP
What led Masani, a Founder of
the Congress Socialist Party (CSP)in
February 1934, t o join-. C.
Rajagopalachari 25 years later to
fbund the Swatantra Party in August
1959 whose avowed objective was to
oppose Pandit Nehru's Socialisticpattern of society?
The leadership of the CSP was a
who's who of India's SocialistIeadership - Jayapakash Narayan, Achyut
Parwardhan, Yusuf Mehraily, Ram
~ a n o h a~r o h i ah, o k a ~ e h t aS.M.
,
Joshi and'Minoo Masani. Interestingly, one more person who claimed
to be a soaalist but who was not prepared to join the CSP formally was
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, who, however, blessed the venture. The CSP
was, 'until its conversion soon after
independence into the Praja Socialist
Party, a pressure group within the
Indian National Congress.

-

leave the CSP? He did so because he understood very
early the real nature of international Communism directed fiom Moscow and the
tactics of the United Front.
But as he was not able to conM . R Masani in his y o ~ g e days.
r
vince his colleagues h a t the
Communists had t o be
thrown out, he quit the CSP.
Bemam Wok, himself a former
Communist and author of "Three came a "Pamotic Warn resulted in
who Made a Revolutionn has, in an Masani giving up his admiration for
article he wrote on Yusuf Mehrally, Communism. He may have been the
quoted the latter; "Minoo was right first in India to gain such an underof course, although we did not know standing of Communism but internait then. Some time later when I got tionally, he was in the distinguished
out of prison, I discovered that the company of such luminaries as Arthur
Communist Party was guilty of Koestler, Ignazio Silone and Louis
double-dealing and had constituted Fischer, who too gave up the "God
- - itselfas a hostile conspiricy within our that Wed".
movementn.
The Stalinist purges of the thir- "Socialism Reconsidered"--- Masani's rejection of Comrnuties and the changing attitudes of the
nism
was but the first step &his quesSoviet Union to World War 11 - k t
when Stalin signed a pact with Hitler, tioning of some of the basic premises
it was an "Imperialist War" and later of socialist thought.
when Hitler turned on Russia, it be-

Rejects Socialism; Quits CSP
Five years after he helped form
the CSP, Masani quit the party and
fbr a while, quit politics until 1942,
when he returned to the Indian national Congress and participated in
the Quit India struggle. Why did he
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Masani had completed his travel
Five years after his resignation fiom M a n to Gandhi; from Socialfiom the CSP, Masani published an ism to Liberalism. Not long afteressay entitled "Socialism Reconsid- wards, Masani was a part of the Libered". He explained, "While World eral International, soon to be its PaWar 11 and the Quit India campaign tron.
were proceeding along their respective paths, I was engaged in intensive Birth of the S9;ratantra Party
Forty years before the collapse of
rethinking of my own position vis-avis the problems of socialism and a fiee the Soviet Union, Minoo Masani saw
society. Marxism and state Socialism the system as one that had failed
had ' 1st all appeal for me. The ques- though even he could not have pretion was what philosophy or way of dicted the way and speed with which
the Soviet Empire broke up. It was
life was to take their place".
H e attributed this change of !Xy years again before the Governthinking to two fictors - " the a-ment of India, no doubt compelled
ure of the Soviet Revolution to de- by economic compulsions, gave up
liver the goods in any sense of the statism, aptly labelled by Rajaji as the
word and the influence of Mahama 'Permit-Licence-Quota Raj'
Masani realised that his liberal
Gandhi".
views
would need a political vehicle if
This led him to consider the role
of the State in the economy. He was they were to have a chance of becomnot about to give up the humanitar- ing official policy. Rajaji, with whom
ian aspects of socialism nor look kindly Masani had earlier crossed swords as
to the exploitative aspects of Capital- a socialist, was his natural ally when
ism as he then understood. Introspec- the two decided that it was time to
tion led him to the concept of a mixed give the country a real alternative to
economy. In a talk at the Bombay the Stalinist system that was leading
University, Masani declared that while the country to economic bankruptcy
one could not wish away the State, it on 'the one hand and to a system
was possible to give capitalism a hu- where corruption was all pervasive.
man face through practising the Thus was the Swantantra Party born.
The rise and fall of the Swantantra
Gandhian concept of Trusteeship.
Wrote Masani in his autobiogra- Party is a story in itself. Suffice it to
say that never before 1962 in free
phy, "Bliss Was It In That Dawn ..."
India's Parliament or after 1971 was
If money power Is dangerous, a
the liberal point of view so forcefully
combination of political and ecoexpressed and recorded. In fact, benomic power, as In a nationalised
tween 1967 and 1971 the Swantantra
economy where the State is the
Party
was the single largest opposition
universal employer and the sole
party
in the House of the People.
producer, will be doubly dangerYet
ariother achievement of the
ous to liberty.
Swantantra Party was that the word
He further stated that "the Socialism which had become a manprogramme of state plus fiee enter- tra and which nobody dared criticise
prise is the only practicable publicly lost its respectability - long
programme that any Government in
India could adopt".

.

...
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before the Congress Party effectively
jettisoned the word (even though it
continues to disfigure the Preamble
of the Constitution of India).
The man responsible for putting
Liberalism on the political map ofIndia, more than anyone else, was
Masani. It is not given to many to see
their predictions come true. Masani
is among those fortunate few to see
his position vindicated and be around
to see it. The only pity is that the parry
he founded and which championed a
fiee competitiveeconomy is no longer
alive at the national level.
Masani's V i s i ~ n
of Liberalism f s r lndia

What kind of Liberalism did
Masani prescribe for the Indian context?
He felt that Liberalism had come
to Lndia after the failure of Socialism
and was a fusion of Western Liberalism and Gandhi. In a lecture on 'Liberalism' he observed:
What ate these teachings that we
graR on to Liberalism or fuse with
Uberallsm? First, that ends and
means are Interlinked : that if we
want a decent society, our methods must be decent We cannot
create a free and equal soclety by
expropriation, liquidation, lying, as
the Communists claim they can.
Secondly, as Gandhlji used to say
repeatedly, 'that Government is
best which governs the least.'
Minimum Government. The essential thing is to leave the people
tree. Thirdly, Trusteeship, that
those who have the good things
of life, those who have wealth
must use them for the good of the
community. While we have a good

tlme mlth what we have, we mud not be dwold of a soclal conrclence or a &se at soclal oblC
gatlon. Gandhljl called It Thrstae
ship of the rlch for the poor. He
u l d :kt every rlch man use hls
wealth. Certainly, let him keep li.
Nobody should t a b It away. But
bt hlm u8e It so that he can have (I
good conscience that he Is doing
what he can for those around who
u e npt so fortunate.

Last of a Generation

And finky¶
having been associated with him these last 35 years, I
cannot resist concluding this article
without a personal assessment. - Masani quit active party politics
in 1971 but continued in public activity till almost 1990 when f G h g
eyesight compelled him to go slow. It
is impossible fbr him to be indifEra t when hc fkels that things in society arc not going right. Soon after
independence when the communist
threat to the country was real and
present, he h d e d the Democratic
Research Scrvice which did yeoman
work in exposing communist undercover activities. When he was convinced that what the young generation needed was training in atizenship, he started the Leslie Sawhny
Programme of training for democracy
which is doing excellent work $,the
fiutherance of its objectives. Lately,
he got himself into the middle of a
controversy by demanding for the terminally ill their right to ask for withdrawal of life support systems and to
die with dignity.
I have often wondered what
would have happened if the
Swantantra Party had, by some
miracle, come to power in Delhi. I am
convinced that we would have found
Masani not on the Treasury Benches

.
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Vtficially set up in September 1991 by Chancellor Helmut Kohl and Prime Minister P. V. Narasimha Rao,
following the latter's visit to Germany, the high ranking Indo-German Consultative Group (IGCG) held its fourth
meeting in New Delhi on November 4-5, 1995. At the meeting, the German Ambassador Frank Elbe, on behalf
of the President of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), conferred upon Prof. P. N. Dhar, the outgoing
lndian Chairman of this bilateral Group, the Knight Commanders Cross of the Order of Merit of FRG in
appreciation d the ser~icesrendwad by h i x in furthering Indo=Gsrrnar::ela!ions. In an interview with Libera!
Times, Prof. Dhar, who is presently Chairman of the Institute of Economic Growth, talks about the objectives,
achievements and importance of the IGCG in furthering Indo-German bilateral relations.
Excerpts from the intewiew :

What were the major objectives behind the setting up of the Group and
whlch are the thrust areas of co-operation that the Indo-German Consultative Group

(IGCG)is concen-

trating on?

Germany has been a dominant
economic power for a few decades
now. Considering that Germany accounts for practically 30 per cent of
the European Union's GDP and
foreign trade and also considering
that India is a fast growing economy
with a vast expanding market and
massive future potential, both are
strategic business partners for each

other. With a GDP growth rate of 7
per cent which is well within its
reach, India could well become (and
I hope this comes true) a major economic power in the future. Germany in its Asia Concept has already
identified India along with China
and ~ a ~ as
a none o f its strategic
partners. In the light of this, and
also against the stated background
of the economic liberalisation policies that India started adopting fiom
1991 on\vards, it became imperative
t o further strengthen and monitor
developments, prospects, problems
and opportunities in Indo-German
relations. It was with this basic objective in mind that the IGCG mas
formed. The emphasis of course was

--
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on economic co-operation, particularly investment flows and technology transfer, but also included areas
like science, culture and media.
Now, the Group is moving into
other areas involving questions of
politics and security, since Indo-German co-operation can also conuibUte towards peace and stability in
the region.
The IGCG is raid :o he hlqn ranking.
:Vho are the mernaers of th,o group ?

The Indo-German Consultative
Group is a blue ribbon panel comprising 40 prominent personalities,
20 from either country, drawn from
business, politics, economics, media,

-
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academia, culture, science and technology. O n the German side, the
chairman is Dr. U. Cartellieri, member of the Board of Directors of the
Deutsche Bank, and other members
have been drawn from conglomerates like Siemens, Krupp, Bayer,
Mercedes-Benz and ABB, to name a
few. The Indian side has Mr. Rahul
Bajaj, Mr. Ratan Tata, Ms. ICapil;
Vatsyayan, Mr. Raunaq Singh, Dr.
A. M. Khusro and Mr. K. N. Shinoy,
among others. The government of
India is represented through the
Ministry of External AffGrs which
provides the logisdcs and other support. Basically we have members
who are respected in various fields
and whose opinion carries weight
with the policy makers o f the two
countries.
What d i s t i n g u i s n e s the IGCG frcm
other Indo-German bilateral groups
of co-opcration?

Firstly, IGCG is an informal
group and it is non-official. Our discussions are frank and free and not
constrained by reasons of protocol
and other diplomatic ambiguities.
So there is a free exchange of views.
Other bilateral groups are working
within certain restrictive sectors;
whereas our group can work across
the board and determine its own
agenda and modus operandi. Secondly, the IGCG makes its recommendations directly to the Chancellor in Germany and the Prime Minister in India. And if it continues at
the rate at which it has been going,
it could become a very important
unofficial channel. Since the Group
has a distinguished membership of
influential people who have the req-

Prof. P. N. DIlar

uisite talent, knowledge and experience, the recommendario~sm ~ d eby
the Group are treated seriously by
the two governments and serve as
policy inputs. Today, international
relations have become extremely
complicated. P e o p l e - t ~ - ~ e ocon~le
tact is as important as contact between governments. And this, the
Group has succeeded in achieving.
There is also this distinct advantage
that so far India has had n o past
record of bitterness with Germany.
A t :17e F o ~ ~ r IGCG
th
d.ieer~nc
, 21,: 3:n :!e?v Cz!l-~ c n . 5 z "'- K C

cently

h

5th cf flovember :vhnt ::erQ
,3r
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,:o~n:s a ~ : c u s ~ ~ c i ?

At the last IGCG meeting, the
focus was on the 'media image' each
country has about the other. In India, what we know about Germany
is mostly through the Anglo-American media. The idea mas to get over

and to c~ihanceh r h e r
co-operation in print media through
training of journalists, exchange of
editorial personnel etc. Other economic, political, scientific and cultural issues were discussed as well
and recommendations made.
S::~CG~~CS

'rVh31 i s the t?rm af eopo!ntmenr

3r

l h ? '..:o ::-l:nr.ir;nen?

Formally, there is n o term as
such. At the last meeting, which was
the fourth meeting, I have formally
resigned as the Indian chairman. I
felt that four years were enough for
one chairman to lead the Group.
Dr. Ulrich Cartellieri has similarly
resigned. The new German chairman is Dr. Theo Sommer who is the
Chief Editor of the leading German
weekly, Die Zeit. The Indian chairman is yet to be selected. 1

Intcrvien?ed by Geetn Lnl
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Salman F. Rahman:
New President of SCCI
t the 2nd General Assembly Meeting of the
SAARC Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
(SCCI), held in the
Maldives on the 21st of October,
1995, the members drawn from d
the seven South Asian countries
e:ected Mr. Salman F. Rahman as
the 2nd President for the term
1995-97.
Mr. Rahman, who is also the
President of the Federation of
Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (FBCCI), is the ViceChairman of the Beximco Group of
companies and has his business interests in Bangladesh and abroad in
the fields of textiles, pharmaceuticals, jute, shrimp farming, trading,

dent of the chamber. The members
appreciated and lauded the excellent
real estate development and con- services provided by Mr. Inarn as
struction. He is one of the sponsor the convenor and founder President
directors of two leading private sec- of SCCI. He nurtured SCCI and
tor banks in Bangladesh. Besides helped bring it to its present posiholding the chair of the board of tion with single-minded dedication
editors of 'The Independent', a of promoting the cause of regional
leading daily English newspaper economic co-operation within
published from Dhaka, he has also SAARC.
served in government and non-govAs the new President, Mr.
ernment bodies in various capacities. Rahman intends promoting the inHe thus brings in rich .and varied ex- terests of the region by ensuring
perience to lead the SAARC Cham- better intra-regional economic cober.
operation. One of the immediate
He replaces Mr. S.M. Inam, the priorities of SCCI is to close the informer President of SCCI from Pa- formation gap existing between the
kistan, who was the founder Presi-

PHOTO: FNS.
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business
communities
by
operationalising SAARC-Net, an
on-line computerised information
network in all the seven counaies of
SAARC and through wider circulation of the SCCI newsletter which
will provide useful business related
information to the business community, media and intelligentsia. Secondly, he plans to lobby strongly
with the governments and SAARC
Secretariat in the interest of closer
economic co-operation and removal
of non-tariff barriers. Mutual suspicions existing among the countries
of the region arising o u t of some
political differences will also need to
be ironed out, before substantial

progress can be made in this direction. He plans to lead business delegations within and outside the region in order to break the existing
communication barriers.
His commitment to the cause of
fiee market economy will help in
providing a major thrust in the setting up of the SAARC Free Trade
Area (SAFTA) - an idea mooted by
the heads of state at the 8th SAARC
Summit held in New Delhi in 1995.
Espousing the cause of open region-
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alism, he plans building strong economic linkages with the European
Union and the ASEAN group of nations. He strongly believes that in
future, economic co-operaGon in
the region will increasingly rest on
the shoulders of the private sector.
The impetus for this must, therefore, come from the business community itself. An independent commission comprising high level .
economists and the intelligentsia is
to prepare a blue print for the integration of the SAARC business
community. 3

Transition from SA.DTA tc SAFT'A
I

hen the agreement on
the SAARC Preferentiai Trading Arrangement (SAPTA) was signed in April
1993, it was difficult to fathom that
it could become an operational reality within a period of two and a half
years. A large part of the credit goes
t o the SAARC Chamber of Commerce & Industry (SCCI) which
helped in generating interest among
the business communities of the
seven countries and got their support to institutionalise SAPTA
within the entire region. With the
co-operation of the FriedrichNaumann-Stiftung (FNSt. ), SCCI
had organised 7 SAPTA seminars at
national level followed by a regional
seminar in Kathmandu in 1994.
These seminars helped in providing
a policy perspective of the business
community to the concerned minis-

agreeing upon across the board tariff concessions between the spvprr
tries of the SAARC nations. Thanks member states, so that an early instito the commitment of the heads of tution-alisation of South Asian Free
the seven member states of SAARC, Trade Area (SAFTA) can take place.
SAPTA would become a reality fiom
To create the necessary awarethe 8th of December, 1995.
ness among the business commuSigning of the SAPTA agree- nity, bureaucracy, media and the inment and the concessions agreed telligentsia, SCCI with the support
upbn therein is a landmark achieve- of FNSt. organised a series of 3
ment that depicts the commitment seminars on 'Implications of SAPTA
of the SAARC nations to forge and Transition to SAFTA' in
.ahead in the path of co-operation.
Islamabad, Colombo and New
Recently SCCI instituted a Delhi on 24-25th September, 17th
study to analyse the likely implica- October and 15th November, 1995
tions of the SAPTA concessions respectively. One more national
agreed so far. The outcome of the seminar in the series will be held in
analysis reflected that although the Dhaka during the second fortnight
agreement on first round of conces- of December, 1995. The concluding
sions is significant as a strong confi- seminar reflecting the outcome of
dence building measure, the likely the 4 national seminars will be held
increase in intra-regional trade due during the first fortnight of January,
to the concessions agreed upon will 1996 in New Delhi. J
be insignificant. This calls for an accelerated pace of tariff reductions by
Liberal Times
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Experts fiecornmend A Siaisrtr
y ~**srjcy
For Environment Froriectici;
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authorities entrusted with the implementation and enforcement of all
three-day
National environment laws and take approWorkshop on "Environ- priate remedial measures. This
ment
Protection, agency should create a quasi judicial
Citizen's Legal Rights machinery for disposal of complaints
and Remediesn, held in and violations as is done by the EnAhmedabad from 17th to 19th No- vironment Protection Agency of the
vember 1995, called upon the Gov- USA.
The workshop adopted a set of
ernment of India to set up a profes28
recommendations
at the end of
sional, independent and statutory
agency for environmental protec- three days of deliberations and retion, as envisaged in Section 3 of the solved to follow them up with the
Environment Protection Act 1986. authorities concerned. Besides the
The workshop was organised jointly setting up of an environment proby the Consumer Education and tection agency, it was also suggested
Research
Centre
(CERC), that the Ministry of Environment
Ahmedabad, and the Friedrich- and Porests, Government of India,
should create a database on polluNaumann-Stiflung, Germany.
I t recommended that the pro- tion control and cleaner production
posed agency should cci-ordiia~c ~echiiologies,2s we!! SI a databzs:
and oversee the functioning of all on plant, machinery and consultants.

PHOTO: CERC
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The experts further suggested
that access to information on data
from industry and Government
agencies should be made a legal
right of the people and voluntary
organisations and that such access
should be made available through
either the Ministry of Environment
and its agencies or through the enactment of an Access to Idormation
Act. Besides, methods of dissemination of information on environmental issues to policy makers, judicaton
and the people should be improved
and paid urgent attention.
The Gujarat Minister of States
for Industries Mr Dilip Parikh, who
inaugurated the workshop, warned
hdmuies &at strict measures would
be adopted t o ensure pollution
control and environmental safety.
The Government did not want to
achieve economic growth through
industrialisation and industrial
development at the cost of
environmental degradation.
The workshop discussed a \vide
range of environmental issues such
as the role and responsibilities of the
Government, industries, the people
and the NGOs; environmental laws;
access to information; effluent ueatment technology and standards; recent court judgements and Government policies and programmes.
One of the major recomrnendations called for the amendment to

I

I

I

'
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of India was called upon not to permit industries that are located in developed countries and that have bethe Environment Protection Act so come uneconomical due to environthat neither the Railways nor any mental reasons, to be relocated in
other development agency could India.
The workshop suggested that all
claim any exemption from compliance with environmental legislation agricultural activities must be
o n technical grounds. Pending such brought under the purview of envia n amendment, administrative in- ronmental protection laws since
structions will be issued that envi- chemicals used in modern agriculronmental clearance will be essential ture are a major source of environfor all Government agencies.
mental damage.
Initial discussions on the recomIn the context of liberalisation
and globalisation, the ~ o v e r n m = n t mendations have led to the following action plan :

iberty Institute is a
newly formed, non- domimant poiicicai phiiosophies.
governmental, non- This development has brought
political, autono- home the point, that in order to
mous, public policy successfklly move away from the
research and educa- "socialist pattern of development",
tional organisation dedicated to up- it is not suflicient that liberalisation
holding classical liberal, fiee market be promoted on the grounds of ecoideals. After ten long years of delib- nomic efficiency alone, however
erations, the Liberty Institute finally true that argument may be. But that
came into being in August 1995 as morality of the marketplace be dema public charitable trust. The Insti- onstrated by making it a part of a
tute seeks to inculcate and wider vision. Therefore, there is an
strengthen among the people the urgent need for an intellectu~l
awareness, appreciation and under- movement. Throughout the world,
standing of the institutional pillars there is a growing recognition that
of a free society - individual rights, indhldual liberty, rather than govrule of law, limited government and ernmental planning and control, is
the true source of human progress.
a fiee market.
Effectiveness of an intellectual
The 20th Century has witnessed
movement
is directly dependent
unprecedented changes with the rise
upon
the
availability
of relevant litand fall of socialism as one of the
erature. To do this, Liberty Institute
plans to build up a library and a data
--------.
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1. The Government of India has
asked the State Pollution Control Boards to set up a database
cell, for which it will provide the
seed money.
2. The Government of Gujarat is in
the process of notifjmg the sites
for the disposal of hazardous/
toxic wastes.
3. Pollution Control Boards are to
be renamed Environment Protection Authorities with a wider
range of responsibilities.
4. The Government of Gujarat is accelerating its efforts to set up
common effluent treatment
plants at select industrial estates. 2

bank. It will publish research reports, monographs and books and
will also run a book d u b in order to
make some of these books available
for sale at reasonable prices. Among
the public policy issues that are proposed to be taken up for r.esearch
are the role of Multinational Corporations, the effects of foreign aid,
debates on population control, human
rights,
corruption,
privatisation, etc. A series of small
booklets providing market based
analysis of various environmental issues will also be published. Information and ideas will be disseminated
through lectures, seminars and media. In the first week of April 1996,
there are plans to organise a four-
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day residential workshop on the
theme of 'Philosophy of Freedom'.
~ i b e r GInstitute is open to anyone interested in ideas. All one has
to do is to write to the present address 96/10 Pushp-Vihar-I, New
Delhi 110 017 (Fax 011- 685

T'

.. he Friedrich-Naumann-

hosting a three-day
Stiftung
(FNSt.) inis

ternational Convention
on Liberal Valueswhich
will be held at Federation House,
Tansen Marg, Ncx Dc!hi bcrgeeii
the 5th-7th of January, 1996.

6992) expressing an interest, and
the Institute will revert back to you
and keep you informed about all
their activities. The support and cooperation of all freedom loving
people is sought. As a matter of
principle, the Institute does not ac-

vention. These indude among others Dr. Otto Count Lambsdorff,
About 200 eminent economists, M.P., former Minister of Economic
social scientists and human rights m,Germany, and present Chairactivists from India and abroad are man of FNSt.; Sir David Steel, M.P.
expected to participate in the Con- and President of Liberal Internationai; Prof. Dr. Hans Voriancier,
Mr. Soli J. Sorabjee, Dr. A.M.
Khusro, Mr. M.S. Swamiriathan, Mr.
I.G. Patel, Mrs. Leila Seth, Dr.
Ashok Desai, Mr. Rajmohan
Gandhi, Mr. B. G. Verghese and
Prof. Upendra Baxi. The Convention will be inaugurated by the Vice
President of India, Dr. K R
Naravanan.
Experts attending the Convention will discuss how liberal values
can be utilised in managing the social, economic and political changes
taking place in India and the
neighbouring South Asian countries.
The subjects to be discussed at
the Convention include Liberalism,
Free Market Economy and Ecological Responsibility, Democracy, Human Rights and Social Justice.
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cept any government funding. This
way the Liberty Institute hopes to
retain its independence, demonstrate its commitment to its ideals,
and live up to its promise of being a
place "where the mind is without
fear". 3
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I was pleased to read the Cover Story in
Liberal Times Volume III, Number 3. By focussing on
the Political Culture in South Asia, you have touched
upon some of the key issues around which hangs the
fate of liberal democracy in this region. I was impressed by the analytical treatment of the subject. I
would like this issue of Liberal Times to be widely
circulated in the region.
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Prof. P.N. Dhar
Chairman, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi
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I enjoyed going through your Vol. 3, No. 1 issue of
Liberal Times. Based on the limited knowledge we
have about your institution, I am quite impressed with
the kind of work you are doing.
Najrnui Hossain
Director, Data International,
Dhaka, Bangladesh
I got a chance of reading the 'Liberal times'
issue on "Tibetans in Exile". The articles are
informative, educative and provide an overall
picture of the Tibetan struggle. We are happy
to learn about your relentless efforts in upholding the higher values of freedom.
C. Narendra
Coadinator, +man Rights Forum,
Guntur, lndia

This bears reference to your publication
"Liberal Times" which we find very
informative in i t s coverage and contents, wherein our scholars are working. W e would be highly grateful, if
you could send us all the issue published so far and keep our name in your
mailing list for regular supply.
J.M. Majumdar
Centre for Himalayan Studies,
University of North Bengal, lndia

I went through your magazine in our university library and I found it to be excellent. I would like to be an annual
subscriber of your magazine.
Sanjib Bhadra ,
Guwahati
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"The first thing we can do to serve
the cause of universal liberty
is to try and liberate ourselves to the
maximum extent possible."

"What we are lacking
today is a broad ,universal stream of liberal
thought. This is the
reason for our slow
advance. And it is here
that we must work together - nct in = ,n,mcsphere of mutual bitterness and open fissures,
but with mutual respect
without which the difficult task of edudation
cannot be implehented."

"Education in liberalism
is by no means confined
to ihe education of
parliamentarians alone,
rather it involves training the population to
think and act in a liberal
way to a much larger
extent."

-

Friedrich Naurnann (1 860-1919)
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Carrying forward the vision of this noble liberal stutes&atz ...
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